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L&T Precision Corporation

L&T Precision’s headquarters in Poway, California. L&T Precision is committed to quality and customer satisfaction.

Founded in 1984, L&T Precision started out with four employees and a small, 1,500-square-foot facility. Today, the 

company has grown to more than 100 employees operating out of 48,000 square feet of punch presses, press 

brakes, CNC fiber optic laser cells, and other sophisticated metal fabricating equipment. Their products include 

sheet metal parts, panels, chassis, brackets, and a variety of other precision components.

With its relentless commitment to quality, L&T Precision has won numerous awards, including Supplier Excellence 

Awards from Northrop Grumman, Cubic Defense Supplier Performance Awards, and a U.S. SBA Administrator’s 

Award for Excellence. L&T Precision is AS9100 and ISO 9001 certified, and has been audited in accordance with 

AS9104A requirements.

After many years of managing the business with no less than six different systems — including shop control, 

inventory, quality, accounting, and time collection — management decided the time had come to synchronize all 

data management systems. After researching different ERP vendors, they selected Global Shop Solutions ERP 

software, and went live with the software in January of 2010.

“We chose Global Shop Solutions because of its robust functionality,” says Mimi Nguyen, Vice President of Sales 

and Administration. “The basic system, which includes a Quality Control, Preventive Maintenance, integrated 

Accounting, Inventory, and Advanced Planning & Scheduling (APS) modules, allowed us to consolidate all our 

previous systems into one.”

Since implementing Global Shop Solutions ERP software, L&T Precision has significantly ramped up its ability to 

track production efficiency and productivity. Additionally, the seamless integration of data between the inventory 

and accounting modules has simplified accounting processes while providing improved checks and balances 

between purchasing, receiving, and accounting.

“Global Shop Solutions gives us the ability to monitor work in progress in real time,” says Juan Mora, Vice 

President of Operations. “As a result, we’ve been able to simplify the methods we use to move inventories from 

received materials to work in progress to finished goods.

A family-owned company in Poway, California, L&T Precision Corporation provides quality machining 

and sheet metal fabrication services to the semiconductor, aerospace, communications and medical 

industries. Its services range from design for manufacturability solutions and custom manufacturing 

to turnkey integration, welding services, metal finishing, mechanical assembly, and quality product 

inspection.
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“Also, in order to meet aerospace industry ISO requirements, we have to be able to provide complete traceability 

of every part that passes through our shop,” adds Mora. “With its bin-to-bin and lot-to-lot transactions, Global Shop 

Solutions lets us know exactly where a part has been, where it is now, and where it’s going at any point in the 

production process.”

Global Shop Solutions ERP software’s built-in data management features allow L&T Precision to track labor 

costs, accrued inventory, and profits by customer and product line with much greater accuracy and efficiency. 

But as the company has discovered, the system can also be easily customized to more closely align with specific 

requirements of their unique work environment.

Custom Time Cards 

In California, employers must comply with strict overtime regulations. Before ERP software, L&T Precision’s 

dedicated time and attendance system had all the rules and regulations built in. Employees simply scanned their 

badges and the system printed out time cards for employees and their supervisors to sign. When L&T Precision 

purchased Global Shop Solutions ERP software, it did not offer this feature. 

Nguyen put out a request to Global Shop Solutions Consultants, and they 

responded promptly. Working closely with L&T Precision staff members, the 

Consultants helped create a custom timecard system that incorporates all 

California overtime regulations. It also produces a custom report that allows 

employees and supervisors to review and sign off in order to maintain legal HR 

documents. And as with most customer-driven enhancements to the software, 

this feature is now available free to all Global Shop Solutions customers.

“Working with the Global Shop Solutions development team, we created these 

time cards in a Crystal Report format that we could edit and add signature lines 

to,” explains Tien Nguyen, Director of Operations. “This ensures that we adhere 

to all state regulations, and gives us the formal documentation we need from a 

legal standpoint.”

“Recently, we’ve made significant strides in reducing the amount of overtime 

employees put in” says Tien Nguyen. “Much of that success has come from 

Global Shop Solutions, which provides better visibility of where we’re incurring 

overtime and what we need to do to prune it down.”

Preventive Maintenance 

In a job shop where most parts require extremely fine tolerances, performing ongoing equipment maintenance is 

critical to maintaining part quality as well as a smooth workflow. For L&T Precision, it’s also required for their ISO 

certification.

In the past, L&T Precision performed this activity manually. Supervisors printed calendars from their old system, and 

employees checked a box or initialed a sheet of paper indicating they had completed maintenance on a particular 

piece of equipment. Now, their ERP software manages the entire process electronically.

“Global Shop Solutions allows us to treat a lot of these maintenance routines like a normal work order,” explains 

Tien Nguyen.”Using the Shop Floor Data Collection stations, workers simply clock in and out on a piece of 

equipment to indicate they have performed the preventive maintenance. This not only saves time, it provides very 

good preventive maintenance records as objective evidence for our aerospace certification.”

Another challenge for custom job shops involves estimating and quoting jobs with a high degree of accuracy. When 

every job is a new job, it can lead to wide variances between estimated and actual costs. Global Shop Solutions 

ERP software’s closed work order variance report allows L&T Precision to improve their estimating abilities by 

conducting a profit analysis of all work orders. Every day, management runs the report to determine the variance 

between estimated versus actual costs. The level of detail provided by the ERP software makes it easy to identify 

areas for improvement in order to reduce variance.
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“In the past, we took a general high-level look at how much money we made with each customer,” says Mora, 

“but we didn’t go into much detail. With Global Shop Solutions, we can get into the data at much deeper level, 

which greatly improves our estimating accuracy. This feature comes built into the system, but we are currently 

in the process of implementing a revised Crystal Report that will allow us to sort, export, and manipulate the data 

even more. With Global Shop Solutions, there’s no end to the ways you can customize the software to meet your 

specific needs.”

Building Manufacturing Discipline 

Mora and his team spend a lot of time in the popular Supply & Demand screen, easily accessing a wide range of 

shop floor data relating to employee productivity, job costing, inventory, sales analysis, and more.

On the shop floor, workers use the Shop Floor Data Collection 

stations to perform many important functions, such as clocking 

in and off jobs, and recording the quantities of completed work 

and any scrap. The stations allows them to electronically access 

plans, blueprints, and other job documentation with just a few 

clicks of the mouse. It also lets them enter comments about any 

problems or issues they may have with a particular job.

“What I like best about Supply & Demand is that it puts all the 

information you need right at your fingertips,” says Mora. “You 

can instantly see the status of any job. You can get information 

about a particular material, or a quote from a vendor. You can 

find out where a job is in the production process, when it’s due 

to ship to the customer, how much the customer paid for it, and 

how much it cost to make. You name it and you can get it from 

Supply and Demand – without going into a different module. It’s easily the most powerful feature of Global Shop 

Solutions.”

Tien Nguyen also points to the inventory, accounting, and APS modules as big boosters of company productivity. 

Individually, these modules help save time and cut costs by generating increased efficiencies in their respective 

departments. Collectively, they have changed the way L&T Precision does business.

“Perhaps the biggest benefit of Global Shop Solutions is that it forces you to become more disciplined as a 

business,” concludes Nguyen. “Not just in what you do, but in how you do it, how you analyze the data, and how 

you act on that information.

“We constantly use the system to build discipline and drive our work processes. As a result, we make better 

informed business decisions and have a sharper focus on the bottom line – all of which allows us to compete more 

effectively in our markets.”
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